INTRODUCTION
Quantifying the statistical dependencies among jointly distributed random variables has never been simple. The most commonly used dependence measure, the correlation coefficient, only measures linear dependence between random variables, and applies only to pain of variables. Other dependence concepts apply only to specific families of distributions, and are not easily extended to ensembles of more than two variables [l] .
We develop here two new multivariate dependence measures that generalize easily to large ensembles, and have stronger properties than correlation. The first measure uses the Kullback-Leibler distance to quantify the difference between a measured joint probability function and its statistically independent variant. which can be inferred from the remaining symbols. 90% confidence intervals were again computed using the bootstrap.
EXCESS PROBABILITY
While the dependence measure Y quantifies the overall dependence in an ensemble, it provides no insight into how the components of the ensemble individually contribute to
. ' this dependence. We developed the excess pmbubility meusure 1) to provide such details. This measure is motivated by an expansion of a multivariate probability density function. In [3, 4, 51 it was shown that bivariate probability density functions can be expanded in terms of their marginal distributions. We generalized the expansion for multiple variables: In addition, by substituting (3) into (l), simple bounding arguments show that U 2 @.
We define 1) to be the difference between the joint probability function and the product of the marginals: < 0, xo define negative dependence. Clearly, when more than two variables are involved, the nature of statistical dependence can be quite intricate; some subsets of the constituent random variables can be positively or negatively dependent and possibly independent of other subsets.
Figure l(b) shows the excess probability measure q(x) computed for our example. Beginning at bin 25 there is positive dependence between 5, and 2 2 , which is conditionally more pronounced when z3 = 0. 
NEURAL ENSEMBLE ANALYSIS
It is well documented that neural ensembles exhibit dependencies that may contribute to stimulus encoding [6,7]. We applied our dependence analysis to neural recordings from the crayfish optomotor system. Additionally, the onset of the stimulus at 2s makes the neurons temporarily independent. Thus, the time-varying dependencies represent an ensemble code encoding details of the stimulus.
CONCLUSION
We have presented two new dependence measures that we have found useful for analyzing statistical dependencies between multiple variables. We use v as the summary measure because of its strong expression of dependence. However, the key to analyzing multivariate dependence is not only the ability to detect it, but also the ability to describe the details of the dependencies. We have found that the excess probability measure q provides those details. We applied our analysis to recordings of neural ensembles, and showed how the dependencies revealed by the analysis contribute to stimulus encoding.
What q does not quantify is the degree to which a particular dependence strncture contributes to the measured value of U. In future work, we intend to elaborate on the geometric approach to this problem taken by Amari[8].
Whatever approach to elucidating a random vector's dependence is used, it is important to consider not only its theoretical properties but also its statistical properties. We have used the bootstrap method to remove bias and estimate confidence intervals for our dependence measures; however, this empirical approach needs the complementary theoretical work to determine how much data are needed to achieve a specified confidence level. Neuroscientists are currently able to make recordings of tens to hundreds of neurons simultaneously. Data-efficient dependence assessment tecbniques that can be applied to such high-dimensional random vectors are vital to understanding neural ensemble codes.
